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Correction to: Communications Biology https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-018-0227-z, published online 6 December 2018.

In the original version of the Article, errors were introduced in the labels in Fig. 5.

Panels a–c were incorrectly labelled “Laser-Sham-2wk”. The correct label for panels a and b is “Normal CTRL-2wk”. The correct label
for panel c is “Normal CTRL-4wk”.

Panels d–f were incorrectly labelled “Laser-TMSC-2wk”. The correct label for panels d and e is “Laser-Sham-2wk”. The correct label for
panel f is “Laser-Sham-4wk”.

Panels g– i were incorrectly labelled “Laser-Fibro-2wk”. The correct label for panels g and h is “Laser-TMSC-2wk”. The correct label
for panel i is “Laser-TMSC-4wk”.

Panels j–l were incorrectly labelled “Normal CTRL-2wk”. The correct label for panels j and k is “Laser-Fibro-2wk”. The correct label
for panel l is “Laser-Fibro-4wk”.

The originally published (incorrect) Fig. 5 is shown below.
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The errors have been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the Article.
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